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Craft
The tools that I used in this infographic was the pen tool. The 
pen tool helped me a lot in this assignment because I had a lot of 
tracing to do in each image. I also used the color drop tool be-
cause it made it easier to pick the colors I wanted, especially for 
the mouths. By using the pen tool it allowed me to make the edges 
of the images smooth. Also, the pen tool was easy for me to use 
because I had to be detailed with the individual teeth that I drew 
and the mouth. I used the sizing tool also because it helped my 
images become larger and i held shift so my image would not get 
destroyed. Resizing my images made the infographic much clearer.

 Composition
The minty color that I used in my infographic made it clear that it 
had something to do with a dentist. I chose that color because it is 
a color someone would usually see at a dentist office or also it has 
to do with the color of toothpaste or floss. The color red on the lips 
and the color white also matches on my infographic because these 
colors have to do with dental hygiene. I arranged it a vertical way 
because it made it easier to separate information. It also gave me 
space to put things in. What I see first are the moths and the teeth 
and because of that I know that it will have something to do with 
oral hygiene or any kind of dentist.

Concept
The concept of my infographic has to do with deciding which is a 
better career. The feeling that this infographic gives is a happy way 
to view a dentist. Some people are scared of a dentist office but the 
colors that I provided make it look happy. What I’m trying to say 
here is that either career is a good choice but if someone is having 
a hard time to pick which to become they can see how much each 
gets paid and the years they have to spend in school. It is an edu-
cational infographic. In my opinion it does not look like a boring 
infographic but it could have more visual images that will not make 
the viewers have to read it. They should with the images just be 
able to know what it is about with the images.

Image and text by Rebecca Cano

My first infographic
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Craft
The type of tools that I used for the final version of my infograph-
ic is still the pen tool. The pen tool was a very important tool that 
I used in the process of making the drawings in my infographic. 
I split the screen into two colors to help show the comparisson 
between the two careers. The drawings I made were made with 
the pen tool, I traced all of the images and used the color drop 
tool to use the same kind of colors that the pictures had. The color 
contrast that I used in the images helped the pictures look more 
texturized instead of just looking simple.
 

 

Composition
The composition of my infographic is made to compare both of 
the careers. I kept using these kind of minty colors because they 
automatically remind a person about a dentist office. Also, the 
way that I organzied the teeth helped show what I was talking 
about without people having to read it first. The choice of images 
that I have were good enough to show what I was trying to 
show in my infographic. I decided to put two background colors 
because it made it easier to know the comparison of both careers. 
I think it would be harder to know it is a comparison having just 
one background color.

Concept
The concept behind my infographic is to show people which 
career is better. I visually represented my comparissons with 
images and colors to make it easier for the viewer. Without hav-
ing to read much of the words someone can easily tell what my 
infographic is about. The colors aren’t so bright so what calls the 
attention more is the teeth.

Image and text by Rebecca Cano

My final infographic
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This was the first version of my infographic. I was not showing 
many visuals representing the information. Since I did not include 
visuals representing the infographic it did not make it easy to 
understand with out having to read it. If I did not change my info-
graphic the viewers would have to read everything to understand 
instead of just looking at images and understanding it right away. 
I did many changes after this first draft. I enjoy the colors I had 
in this infographic because they are not so distracting. The reds 
included in the infographic catches the attention to the eye.

First draft

This was the second draft of my infographic after I changed my 
visuals around. I represented the years it takes to become a dentist 
or an orthodontist each separately with teeth. The new way that 
I represented it with teeth made it easier to see now many years 
of school you need to become a dentist or an orthodontist. Also, 
I traced money to help represent how much money each career 
earns with a chart. The only thing I think I should have removed 
on this second version was the dentist tools. They do not look very 
well traced, it looks rough on the sides and not smooth.

Second draft Third Draft

This is the third draft that I made of my infographic. I thought I 
would try something different and make the teeth the border of the 
infographic. I did not like the border of the teeth that much after 
I finished my infographic. Either way I think it was a good idea 
that I tried it so I can see a new variation of the infographic incase 
I liked it. The one thing I did like was the color of the infographic 
that I chose. I wanted to keep those colors but at the same time 
it made the words alittle hard to read. I added graduation caps to 
the teeth that represented the years of school it takes to become an 
orthodontist or a dentist. It made it easier to understand without 
reading it.

Fourth draft

In this fourth infographic I rearranged the teeth that represented 
the years of school that it takes to become each career. I put the 
teeth representing the years of school before how much they earn 
this time because that is how it is in life, first you go to school and 
they you work to earn the money. This made the infographic to 
look like it was going in order. I still included the teeth with the 
graduation caps because it made it easier to know what the visuals 
of the teeth represented without having to read. I also like how I 
split the infographic into two colors to represent each career. With 
the two colors split you can tell right away that it is comparing the 
dentist and the orthodontist.

Variations  of my infographic
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Craft
Well this is my final revision of my info graphic. I used all the 
same tools I used in my previous variations of this infographic. 
One of the things I changed in this infographic is the color of 
everything except the background. I obviously used the color tool 
in order to do that. I also created more phones to the graphic using 
the rectangle tool to create the rectangles used for the phone and 
its screen.

Composition
I finally decided on colors to use for the graphic which is orange, 
green, and yellow. These colors were drawing my peers eyesight 
so I figured I should go by that and use these types of colors so it 
holds the attention of people. I stayed with the black background 
just because using a white colored font against a black background 
is the easiest to see for people plus it gives a technical feel to it. 
Everything in this infographic grabs my attention due to the bright 
colors against the dark background.

Concept
The concept of this inographic stays the same as it has always 
been. Except I do feel as if the concept changes due to the color 
change I made and the edition of adding more cell phones to the 
graphic. It makes the concept have an “aware” feeling to it; that 
we need to be aware of these affects.

Image and text by Abbey Linnert

Phone issues
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Image by Jesus Varela

Craft
Tools that he must have used was the pen tool. The image of Selena 
Gomez must have been hard to trace. The pen tool however must 
have made it somewhat easy because he maybe zoomed into the 
image. Another tool that must have been used must have been the 
rectangle and circle shape tool to create the CD and the music bars. 
The text tool was also used in this infographic to help show the in-
formation he needs. The tracing that he did for Selena Gomez and 
the notes was well used because of the pen tool and he zoomed into 
the images to create fine lines and curves into the images.

Composition
The colors that he used in the infographic catched my attention 
right away. Although the colors re kind of dark, the colors are not 
so distracting. The contrasts of different colors that he used in 
Selena Gomez face makes the image look more detailed and not so 
flat. If he would not have used the color contrast the image would 
have looked as good as it is now. Also they different ways that he 
placed the notes and the music bars were well placed. They make 
the infographic easy to read and understand without reading all of 
the words.

Concept
The concept of this infographic was to show the number of plays 
the songs in Spotify Selena Gomez songs had. He showed it very 
well with used music bars and CD’s as pie charts. The way that he 
placed all of his images proved the meaning to his infographic. All 
the information provided along with the images also made it easily 
visual what he was trying to show.

Text by Rebecca Cano

Selena  Gomez  infographic
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Craft
Again, to compose this, the pen tool was used to create all the 
shapes in one way or another. The main images like the brain, 
lemon, guts, human, and pill were traced from real life images 
and the eye dropper tool was used to color them similarly to the 
real thing. The size of the infographic is tabloid so it is 11x17. 
The stats used were collected from reputable websites and were 
written using the text tool.

Composition
I purposed the body to be the center piece as a lot of things play 
off of it in the infographic. I placed the important information 
near the top to facilitate reading of it first, using bold text to get it 
a bit more noticeable. The layout was changed from the previous 
week as it was determined that more room for the title was need-
ed and the importance and flow of information needed attention. 
So, levels of serotonin and ways to increase it ended up going 
near the bottom (even though they were seen as important) just 
for logical aesthetic flow (left to right). Everything else remained 
the same.

Concept
This has not changed. I still am trying to communicate the 
importance of serotonin in the body and other asides by using 
graphical representations of statistics. It was fun.

Image and text by Dominic Sanchez

How serotonin works
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Image by: Jessica Santor
Text by Rebecca Cano

Craft
The tools that she must have used is the pen tool to trace all of the 
images the artist included in her infographic. The way that she 
probably used the pen tool was by using anchors. The anchors 
must have been used often to create the curves in the girl, the 
statue and the mask. Another tool that was used a lot in her info-
graphic was the text tool. The different fonts that she used in her 
infographic made it look more creative. The arrows maybe were 
also created with the pen tool. most of the images she has have a 
good amount of contrast that help bring out the pictures.

Compositon
The compositon in her infographic was very well put together. I 
like how she arranged her infographic because it is like a clock 
which shows why she named it “Halloween over time”. When I 
look at her infographic the colors catch my attenion. Using red, 
black, nd orange make the infographic attractie to the eye. The 
halloween colors were not distracting at all because it all tied up 
to her infographic. The arrows also helped to know where to look 
next in the infographic.

Concept
The concept behind this infographic makes sense to me because of 
the colors and the images that she used. Although the background 
is black it does not make it look simple. I can tell right away what 
the infographic wold be about wiwthout reading the words first. I 
just looked at the images and it was like i was told what it would 
be about.

How halloween changed
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Composition

 
The way I laid out the information in all three versions was so that the part 
about how people’s fear of sharks has increased since the 1970’s would 
be seen first as a kind of introduction. Then the viewer would move on to 
the actual graphically represented information about how many people 
are killed by various objects and animals. I intended the giant shark in the 
middle to be seen in connection with the figure swimming at the surface 
of the water because it is a simplified version of the iconic Jaws movie 
poster. I intentionally made the shark a shade of blue because I wanted it to 
be more of a background and just give the impression that the info graphic 
is about sharks, and less to represent actual data. In the first version at the 
top, I used a font that I thought looked kind of shark-like; in the second I 
used a font that looked dramatic and bold to give the words a feeling of 
drama. in the third, I chose a font that looked like something one might 
find in a comic book, and thus it shows action. In the top version, I just had 
a person and whatever object or animal that corresponds to what kills the 
person. In the second and third, I used multiple little figures to represent 
the number of people killed. I also changed up the hierarchy from high to 
low to low to high.

Concept
As is hopefully clear, this is an info graphic about how our fear of 
sharks is irrational because there are a lot more things that we do 
not fear anywhere near as much, if at all, that are far more deadly 
than sharks. I think that the best one to illustrate this information is 
the third one because there are a lot of little white figures to repre-
sent the numbers of people, but not so many as to distract from the 
rest of the graphic.

Image and text by Seth Archer

Fear of killer sharks

Craft
I created this all of these info graphics using the pen tool on Adobe 
Illustrator. I traced most of the graphics using picture I found 
online. I also traced the Jaws and Sharknado logos the same way. 
I actually only traced the little white figure of a person once and 
just copy and pasted it multiple times, making it larger or smaller 
as I needed. The huge shark in the middle I did not trace, because 
when I tried tracing the shark from the poster of the original movie 
Jaws, it simply did not look right. I also intentionally colored the 
teeth white in the first version because I wanted it to stand out 
more.
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Craft
The craft that jill used in her infograpic was the pen tool. The pen 
tool mist have been useful to create the dollars. She must have 
copied and paste many times to create the piles under the artists 
she traced. The color contrast that she created on the cd’s helped 
make the cd’s look real. The cd’s do not look so plain. The tracing 
on th eartists were very well smoothed out. It is like she drew their 
shadow which makes her infographic look creative.

Image by Jill Augustine
Text by Rebecca Cano

Composition
The arrangement of her final infographic was very well put togeth-
er. I liked how she put the money in piles and the artists ontop 
of the pile of money to show which artists has the most selling 
albums. Another way that she showed how many albums they sell 
was with the cd’s arranged vertically ontop of them. Her infograph-
ic had simple colors which made it attractive.

Concept
The concept behind her infographic was to show who out the three 
most famous rappers earned the most because of her albums. Her 
concept was shown really well through her infographic. It was not 
hard to read and understand. By it not having many things around 
it was easy to understand.

Who’s the richest?
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Our most used casual wear

Craft
To create this infographic, I used MANY tools. The tools I used 
the most were the pen tool and curve tool, which helped with 
every single image on the infographic. The pen and curve tool 
helped me trace the lines on the actual image perfectly. The tool I 
used to create the images as a whole, because every color in each 
image is a separate shape, is the layer tool. The layer tool is a 
tool which helped my layer the shapes so the shapes can become 
an image. For the color, I used the dropper tool, which can be 
called the color tool as well. I call it the dropper tool because it is 
in a shape of a dropper and when you click on the image you’re 
tracking, with the dropper, than you will get the color you clicked 
on. For the text, I simply used the text tool and for the fonts, I got 
them on Dafont. com. 

Composition
The composition of this infographic was to look at the visuals 
before looking at the title. I wanted the visuals to be the first to be 
seen because it’s and infoGRAPHIC. The graphics are meant to 
be seen before the title, and text is suppose to give the audience 
more information on the images on the infographic. I feel if the 
images are the first to be seen, the text flows more when process-
ing.

Concept 
The concept of the infographic is sports wear, specifically what 
people are wearing today, everyday. People are always wearing 
gym shoes and athletic clothing, so this is the reason for the imag-
es to represent the athlete wear people where everyday. 

Image and text by Jessica Sota
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Image by William Burbatt

Craft
The craft that I think that was used in this infographic was the pen 
tool in adobe illustrator. Another tool that must have been used in 
this image was the text tool. Their is alot of text in this image which 
helps bring the whole infographic together. The pen tool was very 
well used in this infographic due to all the shapes that were includ-
ed. Tracing it must have been hard. But for the whole infographic 
the pen tool must have been the one that was mostly used to create 
all the different shapes.

Composition
The colors of this infographic bring it all together because I can 
right away tell that it is a bout football. The colors and the shapes 
he added on the field make it easy to understand the infographic. 
Also the way that he added the seating sections on the sides was a 
good idea because it helped him place information. It is easier to 
read information on their without having to read big paragraphs.

ConCept
The concept of his infographic makes sense to me. He did a really 
good job doing his infographic with the images because it told me 
right away what it was about without having to read any words. The 
colors helped his concept also, especially on the field. It automat-
ically gives me an idea of what the infographic is about. The fact 
that he added the phone ontop of the stadium helped me catch to 
the idea of his infographic.

Text by Rebecca Cano

fantasy football
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Craft
The tools I used in this info graphic were the pen, tracing images 
(records), layers,  and different colors on adobe illustrator. My 
steps were to first get the original songs & records done, then 
second was to take out the numbers in the pie chart and just 
represent the colors with the original & remixed songs. Last, was 
to add some new artist who have remixed the song that people 
would expect.

Composition 

I chose to arrange my info graphic this way because I felt like it 
would flow better and it would have a better understanding. The 
first thing I see when I look at my info graphic is my turntable. I 
think the reason for that is because its the largest image and the 
colors are close together which makes it pop.

Concept
In my info graphic I am trying to show the top 5 original hottest 
songs in hip hop and how many times they were remixed and what 
artist remixed the the original song that you wouldn’t expect.

Image and text by Brianna Brown

Remixed hip hop songs
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Image by Christian Kowaliczko
Text by Rebecca Cano

Craft:
The tools that must have been used in this infographic must have 
been the round shape tool for the bubbles. Another tools that was 
probably used was the pen tool. The pen tool was probably one of 
the most used for the girl on the right side of the infographic. The 
round shape tool was used alot too because he needed to make 
the bubles for his infographic. Another important tool is the text 
tool.

Concept
The concept for his infographic was very well put together. He 
placed the image of the girl in a good place because of the bubbles 
that he added. Also, he placed shapes of California, Chicago, 
and Germany inside of different bubbles that made it a place for 
him to place information about bubbles. The colors that he chose 
match well with his infographi because it catches my attention 
right away. He must have arranged the bubbles that way because 
it makes it easier for the viewer to understand the infographic 
without having to read alot of words.

concept
The concept of his infographic was to show the viewer where the 
creation of bubbles started and where they continue to be made. 
I like how he included years and that he did not add many words. 
without all the words I still understand what he was trying say 
in his infographic. The meaning of his infographic is well put 
together.

The meaning of bubbles
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Craft:
The program that I used for this was Adobe Illustrator. One of the 
tools that I used the most was the pen tool. The pen tool helped 
me alot with this because it helped me create images to put my 
words in. The pen tool was also helpful because i need to make 
letters, along with the process of making letters I needed to use a 
grid on the screen to make my letters correctly. If I wouldn’t have 
used the grid my letters would not look neat.In order to achieve 
this assignment my word “Oral Hygiene” had to have images that 
have to do with tools to keep your teeth clean.

Composition 
I chose the arrangements of the words in the tooth brush because 
I thought it would attract everyone’s eye first. It made it helpful 
to let people know what to look at. I put the toothpaste in the 
center of the picture because I knew that I wanted to put the word 
“Oral Hygiene” in there. I made the color of the desk and the 
objects other than the tooth paste more neutral because I wanted 
the attention to be in the toothpaste more. The color red that the 
toothpaste has is more attractive to the eye.

Concept 
The concept of my drawing was to provide similarities between 
my word and my image. The images were mostly supposed to 
explain what my word is about. It is somewhat like a definition 
for the word but in pictures. I think I displayed it well with the 
objects that I provided around the word that I made.

Image and text by Rebecca

Making a word within an image
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Craft
The tools that I used for this assingment was the pen tool. Anoth-
er helpful tool that I used was the grid to help me keep my letters 
aligned and try to have them the same size. The texture that 
is around the letters in the second image made the letters look 
chalky. I used the effects of a brush tool. This brush tool did not 
make my letters look simple. Also the color of the letters which is 
red helped it become more attractive to the eye.

Composition
The name I have for the second picture of the letters I sylized 
is “Chalky” because the letters look like they are outlined with 
chalk. It makes it look like it has more texture to it and it does 
not look like some simple letters. The first set of letters however 
looks really simple and not as attractive to the eye like the second 
set of letters. I chose that outline because it makes the letters look 
edgy and they look interesting to look at. At some letters it looks 
like it has shine because of certain sections that the white color 
sweeps through.

Concept
My concept for this assignment was to make letters that look 
interesting to look at. I think I achieve that because in the second 
image my letters look interesting and they do not look simple. 
The outline that it has makes the letters really edgy looking.

Image and text by Rebecca

My messy letters
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Image and text by Rebecca

One hundred line drawing of a balloon

Craft
The illustration that I have posted is of a balloon. The kind of 
craft tools that I used for this 100 line creation of a balloon is the 
Adobe Illustrator program on the computer and I selected File at 
the top right hand corner of the computer and selected the letter 
size which is 8.5 inches by 11 inches for the background that I was 
going to draw my balloon on. After, I selected the brush tool that 
is on the left side of the screen on the tool bar five icons down the 
first row.

Composition
 
For this variation of the balloon i had drawn what I did was I went 
up to the Select tab on the computer and clicked Select All and it 
selected every single detail on my previous balloon image. After 
that, I went to the Window tab at the top of the screen and I went 
down the list and selected the Brush tab and a small window came 
out with all the options of brushes and on the top left hand corner of 
the small window i clicked on the line icon and then clicked Brush 
library and selected Artistic then Artistic Ink. After that I selected a 
brush called Dark Ink Wash.

Concept
 
The reason why I chose a balloon was because I thought it would 
be easier to draw 100 lines out of. I also chose a balloon because 
an actually balloon is made in different shapes, sizes and colors 
and can be seen differently with a variety of textures. The texture 
in the second illustration of the balloon that i posted makes the 
balloon look shiny and really smooth like it is floating without 
much movement through the sky. But, on this third illustration of 
the balloon it looks sort of uneven and it changes the whole view 
of the balloon and it does not make it look so round. This fourth 
illustration of the balloon looks sort of dirty. The balloon does not 
look as great as the second image I had posted, it actually looks 
like a zebra print texture on the balloon in my perspective.
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Craft
The tools that I used int the image trace that I made here is the pen 
tool. The pen tool was a really helpful way to make this first image 
trace. Another tool that I used was the layers window. The layers 
window also helped me organize all of the objects that I was trac-
ing because if i wouldn’t of had the layers window it would have 
been hard keeping track of everything that I was tracing. The steps 
that I took for this image tracing assignment was I started tracing 
the objects from the background to the things in the foreground. 
In order to do that i started tracing the wall and I ended with the 
dental chair. I wish this could have been better tracing but i had no 
recent experience with the pen tool so it was sort of hard trying to 
make every shape smooth.

Composition:
I followed the arrangement of the objects like the image on the 
top. I could have used contrast of colors but I did not which made 
my image look plain and not so attractive to the eye. If i would 
have added the little details in the image it would have made it 
more similar to the original image. The colors I used were the 
same as the one at the top. I tried to make it the same as the the 
original image so it made it look like an actual dentist office. The 
first thing I see is the dentist chair and the light they use when 
they look into your mouth. Those objects make it clear that it is a 
dentist office.

Concept
The concept for this image was to lead me to what my infographic 
was going to be about. I was not sure what else I could have traced 
so I thought that tracing a dentist office would give me an idea of 
what my infographic would be about. The meaning of this image 
trace shows what I am trying to say with the objects included.

Image and text by Rebecca Cano

Image tracing
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My name is Rebecca and I am a majoring in Biology 
at Saint Xavier University. I am currently in my fresh-
man year of college. I graduated from Morton East 
High School in 2015. My anticipated graduation year at 
Saint Xavier University is 2019. I am currently study-
ing Pre-Dentistry because after I finish in Saint Xavier 
University I plan to go to dental school to become a 
Dentist.

I have never actually been so much into computer graph-
ics but after taking this class I really enjoy making de-
signs on a computer. In high school the closest thing to a 
art class I had was my photography class my Junior year 
in high school. I had used Photoshop in that class which 
was somewhat similar to Adobe Illustrator. That helped 
me a lot with this class because i was familiar with some 
of the tools in the program.

My biggest dream is to finish all eight years of college 
to become a dentist. Although I am not a big fan of 
science classes I know that I need to try my hardest to 
get good grades in all of my classes. What I plan to do 
these next 3 years at Saint Xavier University is to keep 
doing well in all my classes so I can graduate with a 
good grade point average. I try my best to do what I 
can to achieve that goal. I am a very shy person but that 
will not stop me for doing what is best for myself.

About myself
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